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8
LEVELS

LIVING SYSTEMS THEORY

Supranational

Bifurcation/Fray-out
Filament

• the larger, higher level systems developed
more complex, components in each subsystem than those below them

James Grier Miller

LIVING SYSTEMS:
Self-organizing, open systems
that exchange inputs and outputs
of matter and energy with their
environments.

• the eight levels of living systems evolved
by a process of fray-out

Society

Fiber

• higher levels can adapt to a greater range
of environmental variation, withstand more
stress, and exploit environments not available to less complex systems
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• open systems that take from the environment
substances of lower entropy and higher information
content than they put back into the environment
• thermodynamically improbable increase of internal
information which does not occur in nonliving
systems

The principle components of living systems at
each level are systems at the level below.
Supranational
Society
Community
Organization
Group
Organism
Organ
Cell

Each level of the system has 20 critical subsystems which process either matter-energy or information and are essential in all
living systems.
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LEVELS

Each level has 20 subsystems which process:

Supranational

The metabolism of matter and energy is the energetics of living systems
Living systems must be able to secure necessary inputs and process them to maintain their structure,
reproduce, make products, and carry out other essential activities

Society

20

SUBSYSTEMS

The “metabolism” of information is equally essential: information input from the environment allows
systems to orient themselves in space-time, adapt to changing circumstances
Information from within the system about states of components allows the system to adjust to internal
stresses

Community

The information flows from the environment and from all subsystems are used for guidance, control, and
coordination of the system

Organization
Group
Organism
Organ
Cell
http://www.nss.org:8080/settlement/nasa/spaceresvol4/images/applicationsfig1.JPG

MATTER/ENERGY

INFORMATION

BOTH

3. Ingestor
4. Distributor
5. Converter
6. Producer
7. Matter-Energy
Storage
8. Extruder
9. Motor
10. Supporter

11. Input Transducer
12. Internal Transducer
13. Channel & Net
14. Timer
15. Decoder
16. Associator
17. Memory
18. Decider
19. Encoder
20. Output Transducer

1. Reproducer
2. Boundary

APPLICATIONS OF LST
Cross-level research
• discover general properties of living systems
• gain a deeper understanding of characteristics of living systems at 2 or more levels
• test hypotheses at each levels of the system from 1-8
way to seek greater scientific generality

Individual systems studies
• can be used to analyze systems at 8 levels and improve efficiency and effectiveness of system
processes (i,e, the diagnosis of a pathology and in treatment: use diagnostic tests to check structure
and processes of organ systems)
• can look at flows of matter and energy and examine the information to compare what is average or
normal for that system., and then you can pinpoint the source of a disturbance to correct it

Planning
Miller, James Grier, and Jessie L. Miller. 1995. Applications of living systems theory. Systems
Practice 8, no. 1: 19-45. doi:10.1007/BF02249174. http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/BF02249174

Moon Colony
• Miller applied living systems theory to the process of
planning a lunar outpost
• LST valuable in researching life in isolated
environments by tracking flows of matter, energy
and information to ensure survival in the hostile
environment
Miller, James Grier. Applications of Living Systems Theory to Life
in Space. Presented at the NASA-NSF conference The Human
Experience in Antarctica: Applications to Life in Space, held in
Sunnyvale, CA, August 17, 1987

Diagnostics

Organism

• although not widely accepted, LST has been used
as model for diagnosing patient’s physical and
psychological states
• case

Organism
Group
ingestor

distributor

extruder

ACTIVITY
You are doctors of the universe who stumble upon planet Earth.
You notice several strange-looking symptoms on the planet.
In order to provide a treatment for Earth, you must pinpoint the source of
these symptoms to diagnose the problem.

1. Identify on which of the 8 levels the problem could be.
2. Determine which subsystem(s) are not functioning
properly.

VIABLE SYSTEMS
Stafford Beer (1926-2002)

Viable systems are capable of independent
existence and sustain themselves over
time, maintaining stability and adapting to
changing environments

Stafford Beer, Brain of the Firm (1972): Viable System Model
introduced, modeling how the human brain functions into
an organizational setting
Five interacting subsystems:
1. Operations
2. Coordination
3. Optimization
4. Strategy
5. Policy
Embodiment of Ross Ashby’s Law of Requisite Variety:
•“Variety absorbs variety”
• Designing for freedom
• Effective communication channels

Criticism of the Viable System Model
• A system can be obviously viable without fitting the viable
system model by Beer
• Many species distinguished by biology do not fulfill the
requirements to qualify as viable system according to Beer
• Survival without any complex planning in unchanging
environments (i.e. handicrafts in a nomad tribe in an
unchanging desert)
• Beer doesn’t deal with reproduction, long-term viability

VIABLE SYSTEM MODEL
IN A CITY
SYSTEM 1 (primary activities)
What it means:

In sustainable development:

goods

responsible manufacturing

services

transportation: food safety, trade
descriptions

information

housing

VIABLE SYSTEM MODEL
IN A CITY
SYSTEM 2 (coordinating devices)
What it means:

In sustainable development:

keeps SYSTEM 1 running smoothly

core: physical functions

infrastructure: gas, electricity,
telephone wires, subways, sewer
services, garbage disposal

electricity usage: help users
monitor their consumption, charge
more during peak times

also non-physical: legal framework
including building codes, contract
and employment law, health and
safety regulations

transportation: infrastructure
that favors public transport and
bicycles, road charges

VIABLE SYSTEM MODEL
IN A CITY
SYSTEM 3 (control function)
What it means:

In sustainable development:

City government

maintaining information systems

municipal laws and regulations

tracking critical variables

engages in resource bargaining

making sure that contingency
plans are updated

limiting or encouraging activities
through taxes and fees
informal aspect: no-one is treated
unfairly

preparing short-term blackouts
or natural disasters: consolidating
emergency response measures
and and stockpiling supplies

VIABLE SYSTEM MODEL
IN A CITY
SYSTEM 4 (intelligence)
concerned with the future
functions:
mitigating tendency for concentrated wealth and privileges
university level education for locals
sponsoring research centers and think tanks to improve city life,
guard against risks and foster interaction with surrounding cities

VIABLE SYSTEM MODEL
IN A CITY
SYSTEMS 3 & 4
balances what is necessary to keep things run smoothly with
what is needed to adapt to the future
but how should they be balanced?
climate change as example: too much focus has been on the
status quo

VIABLE SYSTEM MODEL
IN A CITY
SYSTEM 5 (“CEREBRAL CORTEX”)
core: identity and coherence
supports sustainability and fairness (normative goals)

OLD MAN RIVER CITY
R. Buckminster Fuller and crew planned
rebuilding the rustbelt city of East St. Louis
Illinois in 1971
housing for 125 000 people
shops, businesses, gardens in the center,
recreational facilities, open space
dome to protect the building and to
encapsulate solar energy and rainwater

http://solutions.synearth.net/a-community-dwelling-machine/

INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGY &
(INDUSTRIAL) METABOLISM
METABOLISM

“Industrial ecology is the study of the flows of materials and
energy in industrial and consumer activities, of the effects
of those flows on the environment, and of the influences of
economic, political, regulatory, and social factors on the flow,
use, and transformation of resources.”
White, 1994
Some additions to this*:
• Throughout time/evolution
• Not in isolation: system
• Optimise total materials cycle
*(Graedel and Lifset, 2016)

INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGY &
(INDUSTRIAL) METABOLISM
History

METABOLISM

Relatively young (1989)
Started from industry
Some altruism, but mostly efficiency and (financial and social)
cost reduction
It looks at the traditional “industrial activities” through
systems thinking glasses: an industrial ecosystem

Some tools of IE:

METABOLISM

Life-cycle assessment
Design for environment
Material flow analysis
Socioeconomic metabolism
Input-output analysis
UrbanMetabolism
Industrial symbiosis
Which one would you like to hear more about? Please go to

http://presemo.aalto.fi/systems7
and choose one or two.

How can we describe the well-being or
health of systems that both have physical
form and evolve over time?
“Living Systems Theory is a general theory about how all
living systems “work,” about how they maintain themselves
and how they develop and change.”
Parent, 1996

“The viable systems model concerns itself with the underlying
laws which govern [...] systems. [It] can be used to (re-)design
organizations.”
Hilder, 1995

“Industrial Ecology is the science behind sustainability.”
- Makov, 2014
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